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Working Group Overview
• Objectives

• Map the existing reclassification landscape
• Publish recommendations for standard practice to enable harmonised 

national reclassification. 

• Milestones
 Phase I – Mapping

• Review of current literature and guidelines
• Collect Australian laboratory experiences of reclassification

 Phase II – Development of recommendations
 Variant review practices
 Notification of reclassification events
 Resolution of discordant classifications 
 Propose standard waiver for reports & patient letters
• Define key features for P2P1 variant curation software to enable automation of 

review process

Background
Impetus for forming the working group 
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Variant classifications are inherently subject to change

• Variant classification is challenging
• Limited by current knowledge
• Mainly determined by available 

literature, but many are variants not 
described

• Review of variant classifications will 
inherently lead to changes for some 
classifications due to:

• New knowledge 
• New standards
• Better technology & algorithms

• A change in classification, that is a 
‘reclassification’ may be expected (e.g. 
VUS’) or unexpected (e.g. P  LB)

• A reclassification, particularly an 
unexpected reclassification, may have 
serious clinical and legal consequences

VUS

Likely Pathogenic

Pathogenic

Likely Benign
Benign
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Notification
Clinical impact

Uncertainty in medical testing is not new a new challenge, 
nor restricted to genomics.. 

… simply magnified by scale of testing
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An example of BRCA2 reclassification

An example of BRCA2 reclassification
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An example of BRCA2 reclassification

1997 1998 2001 2014 2015 2016

Family first 
seen

BRCA1 
pathogenic

BRCA2 pathogenic

Predictive testing

Variant Review 
BRCA1 - no change

BRCA2  ??
RNA analysis requested

BRCA2 paused

BRCA2  VUS
RNA analysis

ENIGMA review  
requested

ENIGMA: BRCA2  3
Reports amended
SLS incident report

DOH review

Notification approved:
Family members
Clinical contacts

Head of FCCs notified

2.5 yrs for review and DOH 
approval for notification

An example of BRCA2 reclassification

• Process driven by risk mitigation not clinical needs 
of the family

• Reasons for delay:
• Difficulty obtaining sample for RNA analysis
• Limited laboratory capacity to review and re-report
• Change in computer systems hindered data 

exchange
• Pedigree > 300 individuals
• Chief Executive (Dept. of Health) review
• 9 patients notified

• Established standards for managing clinically 
significant reclassification events are required. 

Preventable? No

Clinically 
Significant? Yes

Total timeline for 
resolution: 2.5 yrs
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Discordance rates

Study Source Discordance rate 
(%)

# Variants

Rehm, NEJM  2015 ClinVar 17  12,895

Amendola, AJHG 2016 ACMG implementation 
pilot

22 97

Pepin, Gen Med, 2016 Collagen diagnostic lab* 42 38

Vail, J. Community 
Genetics 2015

BRCA1/2 discordance 
between LSDBs

>30  ~900

Harrison, Gen Med 
2017

ClinVar ClinGen initiative 8 6,169

• Majority of variants (~90%) are unique/personal. Difficult to assess likelihood 
of reclassification.

• What is the clinically significant discordance rate between variants that 
have been repeatedly classified in LSDBs? 

There are variable rates of discordance between LSDBs. However.. 
 Much of this is due to legacy data 
 Not all public data are equal (clinical vs research)

 Data sharing improves concordance (from 88% to 92%)
(Harrison, Gen Med, 2017)

ClinVar

BIC
LOVD

Within laboratory reclassification
• HCM example 1 (Aronson, Gen Med, 2012)

• 6 years of testing. 4,923 tests. 
• Evaluated 969/1472 variants
• 214 variants reclassified. 
• 15% (756) patient reports impacted

• HCM example 2 (Das, Gen Med, 2014)
• 136 probands, 12 years
• 10% variants reclassified, no adverse clinical consequences

• FCC example 3 (Macklin, Gen Med, 2017)
• 3 years of testing. 1,103 reports, 
• 3.6% (40) reports updated.  Most (29/40) VUS  LB.
• 3 reclassifications (<1% of reports) could alter clinical management

• 4 – 15% reclassification rate within laboratories. 
• Few examples with (potential) clinical impact.
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The Scale of the Problem
• SA Pathology has ~8,000 databased variants in 6 different 

laboratories and various historical formats.
• Have not quantified variants rare variants in NGS not looked at
• VUSs are variably reported due to patient and clinician preference 

• We have actually massaged these into a format that they could 
be compared to other databases or submitted to ClinVar.

• What are our legal responsibilities if we do this and have 15% 
(1200) discordant calls that need reviewing?

• The number of variants being detected in diagnostic and 
research is increasing massively. Some have a reporting 
requirement.

• How can we automate databasing, classification, 
reclassification, notification and reporting? 

Phase I – Mapping
Terminology

Current guidelines
Australian laboratory experiences of 

reclassification
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Variant Reclassification Terminology

• Developing a vocabulary to discuss variant reclassification
• Variant review: Formal process of reassessing the clinical significance of a variant 

using clinically accepted standards.
• Note: variant review does not involve reanalysis of sequencing data.

• Systematic variant review: A regular and methodical formal review of all (or the 
majority of) the variants curated by a laboratory.

• Preliminary assessment: A brief assessment to determine whether a variant should 
be formally reviewed. 

• Variant Reclassification: A downgrade or upgrade of a variant classification 
occurring after variant review.

• Expected cf. unexpected reclassification

• Clinically significant reclassification

• Discordant classifications: The occurrence of two or more conflicting 
classifications for a single variant.

Current Guidelines & Standards
• Existing guidelines, standards, recommendations and commentary 

reviewed
• National and international
• Broad and disease specific guidance
• Genomic testing, interpretation, reporting and re-contact

• Mostly silent on variant review, but some preliminary recommendations for:
• Consent for re-testing (silent on consent for reanalysis or review)
• Who is responsible for initiating the review process – primarily the patient
• Variant sharing – uniformly encouraged
• Systematic review - most recommendations specifically advise against systematic 

review, however, NPAAC states: 
• The curation of an internal laboratory and platform-specific list of common benign 

variants can assist with the interpretation process. This could aid with the process of 
systematic review of variant interpretations. 

• Little guidance on what variants should be reviewed, or how any changes 
to the classification should be communicated to patients and other 
stakeholders.
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Challenges identified in the management 
of variant review in Australia
1. Lack of disease/gene-specific expertise by curators
2. Challenging to communicate across borders and multiple 

laboratories and clinical services
3. Variant review is unfunded and under-resourced
4. Databases are limited and often out of date. 

• e.g. some labs only deposit into ClinVar on an annual basis (or not at all)
• Enormous expansion of available population data 

5. Increasing number of genes analysed
• obtaining expert opinion or review panel not always feasible

6. Requires cooperation with private & international laboratories
7. Significant legal implications  

No current standards or recommendations in Australia

Barriers to reclassification

HGSA RCPA

AGHA 
platform

ClinVar LSDBs

Laboratory Clinical 
Service

International  National

Central Repository
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Barriers to reclassification

HGSA RCPA

AGHA 
platform

ClinVar LSDBs

Laboratory Clinical 
Service

Family A,
Variant Y

Family B,
Variant Y

International  National

Central Repository

Barriers to reclassification

Loss of phenotype/genotype data
Hidden/non-standardised data
Not clear when/where reports issued – who to contact?

Technically challenging to deposit variant information in LSDBs

No current mechanism for monitoring Australian variants

How to coordinate and communicate variant 
review and reclassification between interstate 

services with limited resources? 
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Australian Laboratory Experiences

• Laboratory practices around variant re-evaluation mapped by Amanda 
Spurdle’s P2P1 variant curation and sharing working group

• Most laboratories (11/13) re-evaluate variants (to some extent)
• Usually occurs due to clinician request 
• Few laboratories perform periodic re-evaluation (3/13)

• Relatively few occurrences of variant reclassification identified across 
Australia

• No specific mechanism for identifying or recording events
• Examples collected based on recollection by laboratory and clinical staff
• Likely also due to most variants being unique/personal
• Reclassification of VUS’ to benign not often considered 

• 20 examples of reclassification collected through working group network
• Collection of new cases will be continued in 2018
• Examples across rare diseases, familial cancer and cardiac disorders

Australian Laboratory Experiences
Preliminary data
• Reclassification occurrences reported from most states:

• VIC (9), NSW (6), SA (4), QLD (1)

• Only 1 reclassification was initiated by the laboratory. All other 
occurrences were initiated by either a clinician or genetic counsellor.  

• note data only avail. for 11 reclassifications

• Reclassification occurred due to new knowledge or review of variant 
by expert/expert group.

• Clinical impacts included altered predictive 
screening and PGD
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Examples of Variant Reclassification
Indication Gene Classification Initiated by Evidence for 

reclassification
Clinical Impact

VHL VHL VUS  B Clinician Pop. database
Segregation

None

Lynch 
syndrome

MSH6 P  LB Genetic 
counsellor

premature stop codon 
only 3 codons before 
the end on the gene.

HCM TTN LP  VUS Clinician Family underwent PGD for the TTN 
variant. 1 IVF cycle, 3 embryos 
destroyed. Also 1 child tested 
negative and was released from 
HCM screening however had 
continued cardiac FU due to PFO.

HCM KCNE1 LP  VUS Cross‐clinic 
review

At least 5 family members had 
undergone predictive testing of this 
variant. 

CMT ATL1 LP  P GTPase activity 
(new publication)

None

Phase II –
Development of 

Recommendations 
Key recommendations
Discordance resolution

Notification process for reclassified variants
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Key Recommendations
1. Variant Curation: There is a need for improved variant curation & management

• Evidence for classification should be captured in a standardised, structured & sharable format
• Variants should be classified in a setting of expertise. Sharing of expert knowledge is required.
• Regular  (real-time?) submission of curated variants to a shared database.

2. Variant Review: Systematic review of variants is laudable, but not currently feasible. 
• Review of variant classifications should occur on:

• Clinician request
• Variants re-encountered in testing if classification is >12 mths
• The laboratory or clinic becoming aware of new information relevant to the variant

3. Re-contact: Patients should be encouraged to contact clinics after an appropriate 
period of time to determine if new information is available. 

4. National variant database: A national clinical variant database is required to enable 
efficient variant review and reclassification. Features include: 

• Standardised system for storing evidence supporting variant interpretation
• Identification and comparison of discordant classifications
• Notification system for reclassified variants

5. Reclassification and discordance resolution processes 
• Detailed on the following slides

Requires further engagement with HGSA, RCPA and other stakeholders

Discordance Resolution
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Reclassification Notification

Next Steps
1. Final review of draft recommendations 

within extended working group.

2. Industry consultation. 
Recommendations released for 
commentary from Australian 
Genomics network and professional 
bodies (e.g. HGSA, RCPA).

3. Pilot implementation of draft 
recommendations.

4. Report of findings at HGSA 2018.

5. Publication of finalised 
recommendations in peer reviewed 
journal.
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Looking ahead
• Prevention is better than cure.. 
• Reclassification is an unavoidable facet of classification, but 

sharing of standardised curated variants in Australia databases 
will:

• Reduce curation workload in all laboratories
• Allow discrepancy resolution before reporting
• Improve curation accuracy
 Reduction in number of reclassification events  less uncertainty 

for patients
• Likely to be a large, temporary, increase 

in reclassification in the coming period 
due to:

• Improved data sharing
• Pending release of extremely large 

datasets
 Potential for temporary drain on laboratory 
and clinical resources

Ideally - monitor variant review & reclassification 
through Australian variant database

Thank You. 
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30.0%
30.0%
10.0%
17.5%
12.5%

Stillbirth/GTOP trio cohort –
current yield 

Stillbirth/GTOP trio cohort –
current yield 

Novel gene and/or phenotype confirmed at gene and variant 
level with functional studies (eg expression analyses, biochemical 
assays, cellular studies) and animal models

Phenotype expansions confirmed at variant level with functional 
studies

25%

25%

7.5%

Novel gene and/or
phenotype

Phenotype expansion

?phenotype 
expansion/known 
gene for phenotype
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Background 1 (Case 1: NT)

• Presented 6 weeks of age with pulmonary 
hypertension thought to be secondary to LV 
dysfunction

• Transferred from FMC to WCH where she required 
PICU support (intubated and ventilated, inotropes)

• Dr Bratkovic asked to consult re: possible cause of 
dilated cardiomyopathy in setting of low carnitine 
(Tot 14umol/L , Free 8umol/L)

Background 2 (Case 1: NT)

• Dilated Cardiomyopathy Panel (DCM Plus) 
performed urgently due to ICU admission

• Patient found to be homozygous for a 
variant of unknown significance in NEBL 
gene (c535C>T; p.Arg179Ter)

• Recovered with supportive measures and 
discharged with planned follow up in 
cardiology, genetics, metabolic medicine
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Importance of Data sharing

e.g. MatchMaker Exchange

Share variants and 
phenotype 

Find other cases (helps 
interpretation)

Only works if you can access 
the data (case for keeping in 
house)


